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We have studied the magnetic field dependences of magnetic optical second harmonic generation SHG in
MBE-grown Fe/Cr/Fe/Ag/GaAs100 heterostructures displaying both bilinear and biquadratic interlayer
exchange coupling. The magnetic field H was applied in the 100 surface plane along both easy 001 and
hard 110 axes of the in-plane fourfold magnetic anisotropy. The SHG has been measured in reflection at
near normal incidence for different polarization combinations pp , ps ,ss ,sp of the fundamental and second
harmonic light in longitudinal and transversal geometries. The magnetic field variation of the SHG signal
clearly reflects the field-induced transformations of the magnetic state at the interfaces in the trilayer. It
strongly depends on the configuration of light polarization, experimental geometry longitudinal or transver-
sal, and orientation of the magnetic field H relative to the crystal axes. In contrast to linear magneto-optical
Kerr effect, which is odd in magnetic field, magnetic SHG is either even in H or does not display a definite
parity at all, depending on the polarization configuration. We interpret the data based on a model accounting for
nonmagnetic and magnetic contributions to SHG from the surface and interfaces described by C4v point
symmetry. Taking into account the changes of the mutual orientation of interfacial magnetizations allows us to
describe the general features of the measured field dependences of SHG.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.75.144416 PACS numbers: 75.70.Cn, 75.30.Et, 78.20.Ls, 42.65.Ky
I. INTRODUCTION
Since its discovery in 1986 Ref. 1 the coupling of thin
magnetic layers e.g., Fe, Co, Ni separated by nonferromag-
netic interlayers e.g., Cr, Au has been a subject of intensive
studies. A compilation of the main results up to now can be
found in a number of comprehensive reviews.2–4 It was es-
tablished, for example, that the parameters defining the ac-
tual magnetic state of the coupled system such as the inter-
layer exchange coupling strength, the saturation
magnetizations of the layers, as well as the magnetic aniso-
tropy can vary in wide limits and are governed by an appro-
priate choice of growth conditions. In particular, the strength
of the bilinear exchange interaction J1 Ebl=−J1Mˆ 1Mˆ 2,
where Mˆ i is a unit vector along the magnetization direction
of layer i, Mi can be positive or negative depending on the
thickness of the intermediate layer. In the former case it re-
sults in ferromagnetic M1↑ ↑M2 and in the latter in an
antiferromagnetic alignment M1↑ ↓M2 of the magnetiza-
tion directions of the magnetic layers. At the same time the
biquadratic exchange coupling Ebq=−J2Mˆ 1Mˆ 22 stimulates
an orthogonal orientation of the magnetizations M1M2
for dominant J2 and J20. The interplay between the two
interaction parameters J1 and J2 causes the system to display
a rich variety of different magnetic configurations collinear
ferromagnetic or antiferromagnetic, orthogonal, canted de-
pending on the applied field H. The stabilization of different
magnetic configurations or “phases,” which can be switched
by relatively weak fields and which are often combined with
large magnetoresistance effects giant magnetoresistance
GMR,5,6 make exchange-coupled structures major build-
ing blocks for practical applications.
At present the bilinear exchange coupling is well de-
scribed by theoretical models based on the Ruderman-Kittel-
Kasuya-Yosida picture.4,7–9 At the same time the sources of
biquadratic coupling are not completely clear at the moment
and different models accounting for various intrinsic or ex-
trinsic factors have been proposed.10–12 Among these the in-
terface microstructure and magnetic properties at the inter-
face are believed to play a major role in the appearance of
the biquadratic coupling.13
It is worth noting that up to now the static and dynamic
magnetic properties of exchange coupled structures have
been mainly studied by methods accessing bulk magnetic
properties of the structures such as magneto-optical Kerr ef-
fect MOKE, ferromagnetic resonance, and Brillouin light
scattering. These methods allow one to determine bilinear
and biquadratic coupling strengths, their variation with inter-
layer thickness as well as with the type and orientation of the
substrate, etc. Some surface-specific approaches such as di-
rect and inverse photoemission and spectroscopy have been
used to elucidate the relation between interlayer coupling
and quantum-well states in the interlayer.14–16 X-ray
magneto-optical techniques have been applied to study the
magnetization distributions in multilayer structures.17–19 All
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of these approaches do not directly provide information
about the magnetic state and the behavior of the magnetiza-
tion immediately at the interfaces. In order to distinguish
between volume and interfacial contributions in the ex-
change coupling mechanisms, specific interface sensitive
techniques are required.
In this work the method of magnetic field-induced second
harmonic generation MSHG is used to study the interfacial
magnetization behavior in Fe/Cr/Fe exchange-coupled
structures. Since the theoretical predictions in the 1980’s20–23
and subsequent first experimental observations24–27 the
method has been widely used and proved to be a highly
sensitive tool to investigate surface and interfacial magnetic
properties of thin films and multilayers.28–32
The first theoretical activities22,23 were devoted to the
treatment of MSHG or nonlinear Kerr effect from infinitely
thin magnetic layers, where the electro-dipole SHG appears
due to the breaking of the inversion symmetry at the surface
or interface. The phenomenological model describing MSHG
in magnetic multilayers formed by sequence of magnetic and
nonmagnetic centrosymmetric thin films was elaborated in
Refs. 33–35. The theory of SHG in metallic sandwich struc-
tures of 3d metals covered by noble metals was developed to
explain the appearance of SHG intensity oscillations due to
quantum well states.36,37 In Ref. 38 the problem of boundary
conditions of linear and nonlinear magneto-optical phenom-
ena in multilayers is considered and expressions describing
the linear Kerr effect and azimuthal dependences of MSHG
for different interface point symmetries and experimental ge-
ometries are obtained. A theory of MSHG from arbitrary
multilayer systems based on a consideration of the radiation
from point dipoles and accounting for spatial derivatives of
the nonlinear susceptibility tensors was developed in Ref. 39.
The theory was capable to explain a number of experimental
results, such as dependence of MSHG on the angle of inci-
dence, and was able to describe MSHG from systems con-
taining buried ferromagnetic layers with small periodic mag-
netic domains.
Until recently, the experimental investigations of MSHG
were mostly focused on probing surfaces or buried interfaces
of single or sandwiched magnetic layers.30,40 At present,
large interest has also emerged in the investigation of
exchange-coupled as well as exchange-biased multilayer sys-
tems. However, only a few experiments devoted to this topic
have been performed so far. In particular, the exchange-
coupled bilayer system Fe96Si4 /Dy30Fe58Co12 charac-
terized by competing magnetic anisotropies and
CoO/Co/NiO/Fe-Ni/Cu tunnel junctions displaying nearly
perpendicular interlayer coupling were investigated with
MSHG in Refs. 32 and 41. The possibility to separate con-
tributions from different interfaces in the total MSHG signal
was shown. According to the predictions, this separation
mainly profits from the discontinuity of the electric field pro-
file of the incident radiation through the multilayer structure.
The field dependences of MSHG in sandwiched
Cu/Ni/Cu100 and exchange-coupled Ni/Cu/Ni/Cu001
structures composed of ultrathin 6 ML magnetic layers
were investigated in Ref. 42. In this work the antiferromag-
netic interlayer exchange coupling in the Ni/Cu/Ni trilayer
was observed by means of MSHG due to the presence of
localized quantum well states QWSs in the Cu spacer. The
relation of reversible and irreversible uncompensated spins at
the interfaces of FeMn/FeNi bilayers with exchange bias
was also studied by MSHG.43 In Refs. 44 and 45 the method
of MSHG has successfully been applied to study exchange
bias in CoO/Cu/Fe multilayers. The role of uncompensated
spins at the interface in the exchange-bias structure was di-
rectly demonstrated.
Fe/Cr/Fe structures have been intensively studied over
twenty years by different methods and can thus be consid-
ered as model systems not only for interlayer exchange cou-
pling, but also for probing different aspects of the interfacial
magnetism in such systems. Among these magnetic order
and magnetic moment at the interface, proximity effects, the
influence of interface roughness on biquadratic coupling and
spin density wave formation are very interesting. The most
recent results concerning bulk magnetic properties as well as
interface probing of these structures can be found in Refs.
46–52. To the best of our knowledge, the investigation of
MSHG in Fe/Cr/Fe systems displaying both bilinear and
biquadratic interlayer exchange coupling has not been per-
formed. Therefore, the goal of this work is to establish the
connection between changes of the magnetic state at the in-
terfaces in an applied magnetic field and changes of the
MSHG observed in different experimental geometries. Es-
tablishing and understanding such a link are necessary steps
for advancing studies of the interfacial magnetism in struc-
tures of this type.
In our studies we have chosen the thickness of the Cr
interlayer such as to establish an antiferromagnetic coupling
between the Fe layers of the Fe/Cr/Fe structures tCr
10 Å.13 The structures have been grown on GaAs100 by
molecular beam epitaxy MBE providing a high crystalline
quality of the layers and interfaces. The magnetic anisotropy
in the sample plane of these structures is fourfold biaxial
with the angle between two equivalent easy e1 and e2 or
hard h1 and h2 axes being 90°. The angle between corre-
sponding easy and hard axes is 45°. That gave us the possi-
bility to carry out measurements in longitudinal and trans-
verse geometries by changing only the direction of the
magnetic field by 90° while maintaining the orientation of
the sample. In both geometries the magnetic field was di-
rected either along an easy or hard axis. The choice of the
structures was also determined by the fact that the compo-
nent of SHG, which is linear in M is large, manifesting itself
in a strong magnetic contrast.53,54
The analysis of the MSHG field dependences measured in
the Fe/Cr/Fe structures is conducted on the basis of an ef-
fective susceptibility model discussed in the Sec. IV. For the
modeling of the data we used the results of previous theoret-
ical treatments,32,38,39,55,56 taking into account that the angle
of incidence  in our measurements was close to normal
incidence 5° . This allowed us to simplify expressions
and to link the values of MSHG in different polarization and
magnetic field configurations to certain components of the
magnetization vector. Using the geometry with small angles
of incidence yields a mechanism to efficiently reduce the
nonmagnetic contributions to SHG. Furthermore, this geom-
etry also eliminates the problem of a discontinuity of the
normal components of the electric field at the interfaces, i.e.,
the problem of boundary conditions.38
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In order to check the validity of this model we also used it
to describe the MSHG field dependences measured along
with conventional MOKE on more simple Cr/Fe-wedge
structures containing only one Fe layer of variable thickness.
These measurements allowed us to assess the contribution of
the bottom interface to the total MSHG signal in Fe/Cr/Fe
structures as well as to estimate the values of effective sus-
ceptibilities.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II experimental
details of the SHG measurements and sample preparation are
given. In Sec. III the results of the SHG field dependence
measurements at different orientations of magnetic field and
input-output polarization combinations of the light are pre-
sented. In Sec. IV the analysis and modeling of the field
dependences is conducted based on expressions for SHG
from surfaces and interfaces described by C4v point symme-
try and accounting for mutual changes in orientations of the
magnetizations in the applied magnetic field. In Sec. V the
limitations of the model are discussed. In Sec. VI, finally, the
main results of the work are summarized.
II. EXPERIMENT
The geometry of the experiment is schematically shown
in Fig. 1. The exciting light pulses at =800 nm Eph=
=1.55 eV and duration of 200 fs were generated by a
Ti:sapphire regenerative amplifier with 1 kHz repetition rate
and 1 mJ pulse power. After attenuation down to 15 J the
pulses were focused into a spot of 0.6 mm diameter on the
sample surface. The average power incident on the sample
was about 15 mW. The SHG was measured in reflection at
=400 nm Eph=2=3.1 eV. The fundamental light at 
=800 nm was rejected by placing a blue filter BG-39 into
the reflected beam. The SHG signal was recorded using a
photomultiplier and photon counting technique. The count-
ing time of each experimental point was 10–20 s. A mag-
netic field up to 3 kOe was applied parallel to the sample
surface either in the plane of the incident light longitudinal
geometry or perpendicular to it transversal geometry. The
angle of incidence was 5° . The polarization of the fun-
damental and frequency-doubled light was chosen by a
proper orientation of polarizer and analyzer allowing one to
investigate the SHG signal in four different polarization
combinations pp , ps ,ss ,sp. The level of the SHG signals
varied between 12 and 100 counts/ s depending on the geom-
etry and polarization combination. The maximum value was
observed for pp combination of polarizations. The dark
count rate was always less than 1 count/ s. While rotating the
polarizer the intensity of the excited light was kept constant
with an uncertainty of less than 5% by means of a quarter
wave plate placed just before the polarizer. The sample was
mounted on a motorized rotational stage providing azimuthal
rotation around the surface normal with high precision. The
field dependences of the linear longitudinal Kerr effect
MOKE in the Fe/Cr/Fe structures were measured with the
same pulsed Ti:sapphire laser at an angle of incidence of 35°
for s polarization of the fundamental beam. A high sensitivity
was achieved by using a differential photodetector and
lock-in technique. The average power incident on the sample
for the MOKE measurements was kept below 1.0 mW in
order to avoid saturation of the detector.
For comparison with the Fe/Cr/Fe structures the field de-
pendences of MSHG and longitudinal MOKE were also
measured on the Cr/Fe-wedge structures using the Ti:sap-
phire laser at =800 nm and a cw diode laser at 
=670 nm, respectively. The angle of incidence for these
measurements was kept constant at about 10° for both meth-
ods.
The layer sequence of the Fe/Cr/Fe samples is schemati-
cally shown in Fig. 2. As a substrate material GaAs100
wafers were used. The MBE growth was performed in a
UHV chamber. To provide better epitaxy a thin 10 Å Fe
seed layer followed by a thick 1500 Å Ag buffer layer were
predeposited at 380 K on the in situ cleaned GaAs100 sur-
face and annealed for 1 h at 570 K.57 After that the 100 Å
Fe2 layer is grown. In order to prevent Ag segregation and
simultaneously improve the interface quality, the substrate
temperature was increased after the first 20 Å from room
temperature to 480 K.58 The 10 Å Cr interlayer and the
50 Å Fe1 layer were deposited at room temperature. Fi-
nally, the entire stack was covered at room temperature by
20 Å of Cr to prevent oxidation. Typical growth rates for Fe
and Cr were 0.1 Å/s. The Fe and Cr layers crystallized in
the cubic bcc structure with 100 being the plane of
growth. The crystal quality of the samples was controlled
in situ by reflection high-energy electron diffraction
RHEED. Details of the growth procedure and an extensive
characterization of Fe/Cr/Fe trilayers grown under these
FIG. 1. Geometry of the SHG measurements.
FIG. 2. Schematical layer sequence of the Fe/Cr/Fe samples
investigated.
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conditions can be found in Refs. 13 and 58. The
Cr20 Å /Fex /Ag1500 Å /Fe10 Å /GaAs100 wedge
structures with x varying from 100 to 500 Å along the 110
crystal axis hard axis were grown using the same recipe,
except that the deposition rate of Fe was increased to
0.5 Å/s.
III. RESULTS
In Figs. 3a and 3b we present the magnetic field de-
pendences of the normalized longitudinal MOKE signal
measured in the Fe/Cr/Fe structure along the easy e and
hard axes h, corresponding to the 100 and 110 crystal-
lographic directions in the plane of the sample, respectively.
When the magnetic field is applied along the easy axis the
Kerr rotation is characterized by strong jumps at H=0 and
weaker jumps at H1= ±0.35 kOe and H2= ±0.90 kOe. At H
=0 the bulk magnetizations M1 and M2 are oriented antipar-
allel along the easy axis, because the thickness of the Cr
interlayer tCr=10 Å yields antiferromagnetic coupling in the
J1dCr dependence.13 Nevertheless, the total magnetization
M=M1+M2 of the structure is nonzero, because the thick-
ness of the Fe1 layer is only half of Fe2. The penetration
depth of the laser light in the MOKE experiment is such that
it also picks up a sizable Kerr signal from the bottom Fe2
layer. The jump at H=0 thus corresponds to a switching of
M into the opposite direction, i.e., a simultaneous reversal of
M1 and M2. The jumps at H= ±H1 are caused by transitions
into a nearly orthogonal phase M1M2, whereas the jumps
at H= ±H2 mark the transition into the saturated state
M1 M2 H. When the magnetic field is applied along the
hard axis the field dependence shows jumps at H=0 and
H3= ±0.32kOe. In this case, the magnetic field is oriented
under ±45° to the easy axes. The jump at H=0 might corre-
spond either to the magnetization reversal M→−M or the
change of the direction of M by 90°. In both cases, the Mx
component of the total magnetization responsible for longi-
tudinal Kerr effect changes sign. The jumps at H= ±H3 arise
due to a transition into a nearly orthogonal state. The satu-
rated state is finally achieved by a subsequent rotation of the
magnetizations in a field Hs ±2.5kOe. The various mag-
netic configurations—which we will call phases in the
following—that the system passes through when the mag-
netic field is applied along easy and hard axes are schemati-
cally presented in Fig. 4.
It has to be noted, that in both cases considered H h and
H e a magnetic domain structure can be formed, because
magnetization states, which have a different sign of the mag-
netization component perpendicular to H are energetically
equivalent. For H e a domain structure may occur in the
range of fields where an orthogonal phase exists. For
H h, domains can exist in the entire range of fields
−HsHHs, where Hs is the saturation field. For example,
at H=0 the magnetization vectors in these domains are di-
rected along the easy axes with the angle between them be-
ing 90°. Energetically equivalent states are shown in Fig. 4
above and below the field axes.
In Figs. 5 and 6 we show the dependence of the MSHG
signal on the external field measured in the Fe/Cr/Fe struc-
ture for pp and ss combinations of the polarizations of the
fundamental  and the generated 2 light. The figures
compile data for longitudinal and transversal geometries with
the magnetic field applied along easy and hard axes. In all
cases, we clearly observe significant changes in the SHG
intensity level at the fields where transitions between differ-
ent magnetic configurations “phases” take place compare
to Figs. 3 and 4. The shape of these SHG variations depends
essentially on both the experimental geometry longitudinal
or transversal and on the combination of the polarization
states. In contrast to the linear MOKE signal—which is an
odd function of the magnetic field—the SHG field variations
are even in ss and ps combinations of polarization states. In
the pp and sp combinations, however, they do not possess a
defined parity at all ps and sp are not shown in Figs. 5 and
6. As a consequence, the jumps at H=0, which are clearly
seen in linear MOKE do not appear in MSHG for certain
polarization combinations. They are only seen for pp and sp
polarizations in transversal geometry, when the magnetic
field is applied along both easy and hard axes. When mag-
netizing along the easy axis H e, the jumps at H= ±H1 are
clearly seen for pp and sp in longitudinal geometry and for
pp, ss, ps, sp polarization combinations in transversal geom-
etry. The jumps at H= ±H2 are seen for pp, ss, sp, and ps
FIG. 3. Field dependences of the normalized longitudinal
magneto-optical Kerr effect measured in a
Fe50 Å /Cr10 Å /Fe100 Å sample with the magnetic field
along easy a and hard b axes.
FIG. 4. Color online Various magnetic configurations arising
during magnetization reversal with the field applied along easy a
and hard b axis, respectively.
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polarizations in longitudinal geometry and also observed for
pp and ss polarizations in transversal geometry. Upon mag-
netizing along the hard axis H h, the jumps in the SHG
signal take place at H= ±H3 and appear both in the longitu-
dinal and transversal geometries for pp, ss, sp, and ps polar-
izations. The count rate in longitudinal geometry for pp and
ss polarization combinations was about 80 and 50 counts/ s,
respectively, and about 100 and 12 counts/ s in transversal
geometry.
One can see in Fig. 6a that the field dependence in lon-
gitudinal geometry for pp polarization principally differs
from those measured in other polarizations and geometries,
as well as from the Kerr effect. Only in this particular case
the broad hysteresis with jumps taking place in the field
range Hs H4 H3 is observed. It should be noted that
sometimes the jumps happen at the field values ±H3 corre-
sponding to the transition into the orthogonal phase. In Fig. 7
we present the field variations in this geometry measured
when the magnetic field is applied along both equivalent
hard axes h1 and h2 of fourfold biaxial in-plane magnetic
anisotropy, which are perpendicular to each other, as well as
at an angle of ±20° away from one of the hard axes. We
mention, that the shape of hysteresis depended on the posi-
tion of the illuminated spot and, as it is seen in the Figs. 7a
and 7b, the jumps at the fields H= ±H3 can be accompa-
nied by a partial or a complete change of magnetic state. A
deviation of the magnetic field direction from the hard axis
results in the disappearance of the broad hysteresis feature
Figs. 7c and 7d.
It has to be noted that the pulse energy density of funda-
mental beam used in our experiment is relatively small and
we can neglect a possible demagnetization of the sample
induced by the pump pulse, as is observed in time-resolved
pump-probe experiments.59,60 The following arguments addi-
tionally support this assumption. First, one should keep in
mind that the SHG is a coherent process and generated on
the time-scale of the pulse duration of 0.2 ps. The demag-
netization happens with some delay defined by the spin-
electron thermalization time, which is 0.1 ps. Thus, the
maximal temperature of the spin subsystem is achieved just
after the pulse termination. Secondly, we found that the
MSHG and MOKE field dependences measured simulta-
neously in Fe/Cr/Fe and Cr/Fe-wedge structures can be
FIG. 5. Color online Field variations of the normalized MSHG
signal measured of a Fe50 Å /Cr10 Å /Fe100 Å sample at
magnetic field along the easy axis in longitudinal a, b and trans-
versal geometries c, d for different combinations of light polar-
izations as indicated.
FIG. 6. Color online Field variations of the normalized MSHG
signal measured of a Fe50 Å /Cr10 Å /Fe100 Å sample at
magnetic field along the hard axis in longitudinal a, b and trans-
versal geometries c, d for different combinations of light polar-
izations as indicated.
FIG. 7. Color online Field variations of the normalized MSHG
signal measured of a Fe50 Å /Cr10 Å /Fe100 Å sample in lon-
gitudinal geometry for pp combination of light polarizations, when
the magnetic field is applied along the two hard axes h1 and h2, as
well as at an angle of ±20° away from the hard axis h2.
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nicely described by the same values of magnetic energy po-
tential solid lines in Fig. 11. This clearly demonstrates that
demagnetization does not play an important role in our mea-
surements and can be neglected. Thirdly, we found experi-
mentally that the shape of the field variations of the SHG did
not change with an 25% intensity modulation of the fun-
damental beam.
IV. MODELING
In order to describe the field variations of the SHG signal
in our experiments we employed a model considering the
surface air/Cr boundary, Cr/Fe1, Fe1 /Cr, Cr/Fe2,
Fe2 /Ag interfaces as possible sources of electric-dipole
SHG. As long as all layers crystallize in centrosymmetric
structures, electric-dipole contributions from the bulk to
SHG are absent. A volume contribution may arise due to
quadrupole terms, but they are much smaller and we will
neglect them in the following. The contributions to SHG
from the interfaces below the thick Ag layer d=1500 Å are
also negligible, because of the absorption in this layer. The
nonmagnetic electric dipole contributions to SHG can arise
from the surface as well as from interfaces. The magnetic
contributions to SHG can only arise from Cr/Fe1,
Fe1 /Cr, Cr/Fe2, and Fe2 /Ag interfaces. These contri-
butions arise from 1 or 2 atomic layers at the interface and
are related to interfacial magnetizations mi of the Fe layers.
We consider the value of the interfacial magnetization to be
the same at all interfaces, although the volume magnetiza-
tions of the layers Fe1 or Fe2 are different, because of the
asymmetry in the layer thicknesses. Therefore, we neglect
interface induced moments in Cr and Ag as well as reduced
or enhanced interfacial moments in Fe. We assume, that the
symmetry of the surface and all interfaces is described by the
C4v symmetry group, since all layers are crystallized in a
cubic bcc structure with a 100 surface orientation. For that
symmetry the nonmagnetic contribution to SHG is described
by a polar tensor ijk
n of rank 3, which contains seven non-
vanishing tensor components, with three of them being inde-
pendent xzx
n
=xxz
n
=yzy
n
=yyz
n
, zxx
n
=zyy
n
, zzz
n
.
22 A magneti-
cally induced contribution in longitudinal and transversal
geometries is described by tensor ijk
m
, which contains ten
independent nonvanishing components, whereby five of
them are even and five odd under magnetization reversal. In
longitudinal geometry the components odd in magnetization
are yxx
m
, yyy
m
, yzz
m
, zyz
m
=zzy
m
, and xxy
m
=xyx
m
, but in transver-
sal geometry these are xyy
m
, xxx
m
, xzz
m
, zxz
m
=zzx
m
, yyx
m
=yxy
m
.
In the case of polar geometry the odd in magnetization com-
ponents are xyz
m
=xzy
m
=−yxz
m
=−yzx
m
. The components even
in magnetization coincide with the surface nonmagnetic ones
in considered geometries. The intensity of the SHG light
originates from an interference of the waves with frequency
2, generated at the surface and interfaces. Using the equa-
tions given in Refs. 55 and 56, taking into account a nearly
normal incidence sin1, and neglecting terms pro-
portional to 2, as well as even in magnetization and linear in
 terms in the magnetic part of the nonlinear optical suscep-
tibility appearing for pp and sp combinations of polariza-
tions, it is straightforward to extract the contributions to
SHG from one interface or surface for different polariza-
tion combinations, which are listed in Table I.
In our consideration the components of the tensor ijk
=ijk
n +ijk
m
=ijk
n +ijkl
m ml are defined in the physical coordi-
nate system Fig. 1. For isotropic films the crystallographic
axes are not unambiguously defined in the plane of the film
and can be chosen arbitrary. Therefore, the components of
the tensor ijk
n do not depend on rotation about the surface
normal z axis. Since for the C4V symmetry the components
of the tensor are the same as for the isotropic case, they do
not change upon rotation as well. At the same time some
components of the tensor ijkl
m change upon rotation accord-
ing to the rules38 xxxx=
1
4	 sin 4
, xxyx=xxyx −
1
2	sin
22
,
yxxx=yxxx −
1
2	sin
22
, yyyx=yyyx +
1
2	sin
22
, and 	
=yxxx −yyyx +2xxyx , where primed components refer to the
crystallographic coordinate system and 
 is the angle be-
tween the crystallographic 100 and x axes. We concentrate
on the two most important cases, namely, when the magnetic
field is applied along easy 100 
=0 and along hard 110

=45°  axes. Obviously, in the latter case the transforma-
tion of the tensor components must be accounted for in cal-
culations of the total SHG signal.
As it follows from the Table I the nonmagnetic SHG ap-
pears in pp and sp polarizations. The terms proportional to
mx appear in ps and ss polarizations, while the ones propor-
tional to my show up in pp and sp polarization combinations.
The structure of the tensor ijk=ijk
n +ijk
m is the same for the
surface and the different interfaces. Thus, in order to describe
the magnetic contributions to SHG from the Fe1 and Fe2
layers it is convenient to use the effective nonlinear suscep-
tibilities klm
eff,1 and klm
eff,2
, which are associated with the inter-
facial magnetizations m1 and m2, correspondingly. However,
introducing effective susceptibilities one should keep in
mind that both “top” and “bottom” interfaces of each Fei
layer contribute to the effective susceptibilities klm
eff,i
. For ex-
ample, for the Fe1 layer, these are the Cr/Fe “top” and
Fe/Cr “bottom” interfaces see Fig. 2. Because in the ideal
situation these interfaces are related by space inversion sym-
metry and the tensor describing the magnetic contributions to
the SHG intensity is odd under this symmetry operation, the
components klm
i,up and klm
i,down have the same value, but differ
in sign. If we neglected the change of the intensity and phase
of the exciting light at the “top” and “bottom” interfaces and
the absorption of SHG in magnetic layer, the magnetic con-
tributions to SHG from “top” and “bottom” interfaces would
eliminate each other. However, the nonzero MSHG signals
TABLE I. Contributions to SHG appearing in different combi-
nations of the polarizations of the exciting and SHG light. Here ijk
m
and ijk
n are linear on m and nonmagnetic nonlinear optical suscep-
tibilities, respectively; N and n are refraction indices at 2 and ; 
is incidence angle and n= 2xzx
n /n+Nzxx
n .
mx my mz nonmagnetic
PinPout 0 xxx
m 0 n
PinSout yxx
m 0 −xyz
m 2 /n 0
SinPout 0 xyy
m 0 Nzxx
n
SinSout yyy
m 0 0 0
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show the importance of these intensity and phase differences
from the two interfaces. Note that the SHG intensity from the
bottom Fe2 layer is smaller than from the top Fe1 layer,
because of the absorption of light on the way to the surface.
Therefore, we assume that the abovementioned changes of
the phase and intensity and also possible nonequivalence of
top Cr/Fe and bottom Fe/Cr interfaces see Sec. V for the
discussion of model limitations are already included in the
effective susceptibilities. Thus, the intensity of the SHG sig-
nal can be written in the form
I
2
= Ar
1 m1 + r
2 m2 + r2, 1
where A is a parameter depending on the intensity of the
fundamental light,  and  are indices meaning s or p de-
pending on the light polarization, and =x ,y ,z. The quanti-
ties r, r
1 and r
2 are defined by the components of the
effective nonlinear susceptibilities klm
eff,1 and klm
eff,2
, the struc-
ture of which is shown in Table I. For example, rppy
1
=xxx
eff,1
etc. All parameters r, r
1
, and r
2 are complex. As fol-
lows from Eq. 1 the contributions to the SHG signal lin-
early dependent on the magnetization arise from an interfer-
ence between magnetic and nonmagnetic terms. Using Eq.
1 and setting the magnetization components of m1 and m2
according to the field-dependent magnetization phases Fig.
4 in the longitudinal and transversal geometries, we simu-
lated the field dependences of SHG for easy and hard axes.
A. Magnetic field along easy axis
When magnetized along the easy axis the changes of the
magnetic structure may be approximately neglecting mag-
netization rotation processes represented in the form of tran-
sitions between collinear antiferromagnetic, orthogonal, and
ferromagnetic phases Fig. 4a. The changes of the interfa-
cial magnetization components in longitudinal and transver-
sal geometries for a magnetic field directed along the easy
axis are compiled in Table II. The SHG intensity described
by Eq. 1 may contain linear and quadratic terms in m as
well as nonmagnetic contributions. Terms quadratic in m and
nonmagnetic contributions do not change upon magnetiza-
tion reversal and their sum Imid is the same for +H and −H.
In contrast, the sign of the contributions linear in m called
	I /2 charges under magnetization reversal and is different
for +H and −H. Both Imid and 	I /2 depend on the mutual
orientation of the layer magnetizations m1 and m2 and differ
in the various magnetic phases I to III. In Table III the ex-
pressions for these contributions in longitudinal and transver-
sal geometries obtained through Eq. 1, Table I and Table II
are presented.
In Fig. 8 the simulated field dependences of the MSHG
response for pp and ss polarization combinations in longitu-
dinal and transversal geometries at H e are displayed. The
TABLE II. Interfacial magnetization components in the different
magnetic configurations with the magnetic field applied along the
easy axis in longitudinal and transversal geometries. The upper and
lower signs indicate positive and negative direction of the magnetic
field, respectively.
Longitudinal Transversal
mx my mx my
Phase I m1x=m m1y =0 m1x=0 m1y =m
m2x= ±m m2y =0 m2x=0 m2y = ±m
Phase II m1x=0 m1y = ±m m1x=m m1y =0
m2x= ±m m2y =0 m2x=0 m2y = ±m
Phase III m1x= ±m m1y =0 m1x=0 m1y = ±m
m2x= ±m m2y =0 m2x=0 m2y = ±m
TABLE III. Intensity of the SHG signal in the different magnetic phases upon magnetizing along the easy
axis for pp and ss configurations of polarization. Here Imid is the part of the SHG response, which does not
change sign under H reversal and 	I /2 is the SHG contribution changing sign under ±H reversal. 1−5
denote phase shifts between corresponding susceptibilities, and A is a coefficient proportional to I
2
.
pp longitudinal pp transversal
Phase I Imid=Arpp2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2
−rppy
1 m2
	I /2=0 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy
2
−rppy
1 mcos 1
Phase II Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
1 m2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2 m2
	I /2= ±2Arpprppy
1 mcos 2 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy
2 mcos 3
Phase III Imid=Arpp2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2 +rppy
1 m2
	I /2=0 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy
2 +rppy
1 mcos 4
ss longitudinal ss transversal
Phase I Imid=Arssx
1 m2+ rssx
2 m2−2rssx
1 mrssx
2 mcos 5 Imid=0
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
Phase II Imid=Arssx
2 m2 Imid=Arssx
1 m2
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
Phase III Imid=Arssx
1 m2+ rssx
2 m2+2rssx
1 mrssx
2 mcos 5 Imid=0
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
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values of the parameters r
1
, r
2
, and r have been cho-
sen such as to obtain a qualitative agreement of experimental
and calculated curves. As one can see in Fig. 8 in accordance
with the experimental curves Fig. 5 the MSHG is an even
function of the magnetic field in ss polarization combination,
whereas the pp polarization field dependences do not exhibit
a defined parity. The reversal of m1 and m2 at H0 does not
manifest itself in longitudinal geometry in pp, and is also
absent for both geometries in the ss signal. The result for the
pp configuration is due to the fact that the component mx
does not contribute to MSHG in longitudinal geometry. For
the ss configuration in longitudinal and transversal geom-
etries the interference with the nonmagnetic SHG contribu-
tion is absent and in the transversal geometry in the regions
H H1 and H H2 the magnetic contribution to SHG is
absent. These features are also present in the experimental
field variations Fig. 5. The absence of the jump at
H= ±H1 at ss polarization in longitudinal geometry shows
that the values of Arssx
1 m2+ rssx
2 m2−2 rssx
1 m rssx
2 m cos 5
and Arssx
2 m2 are close, because the difference between
them defines the magnitude of the jump. The observed
strong increase of SHG in the experiment in the region
H1 H H2 is obviously associated with a rotation of the
magnetization m1, i.e., a continuous field-induced change of
the m1x component. Using the approximate equality of the
parameters mentioned above we can derive the expression
for the SHG response in this field region
I2 = Arssx
2 m2 + rssx
1 2m1x
2 + m1xm , 2
where m1x depends on the magnetic field as m1x=m sin,
with  being the angle between m and x axis, sinH,
and  being defined by the magnetic anisotropy and ex-
change parameters. The relation between the parameters
rssx
1 m2 and rssx
1 m2+2rssx
2 m2 is defined from the values of
SHG at H=0 and at HH2 see Fig. 5b. That offers a
chance to extract the azimuthal angle  of the magnetiza-
tion m1 as a function of the field. For example, at H=H2,
=43°. Note, that in the magnetization curves in the longi-
tudinal MOKE the rotation of the magnetization shows up
less pronounced, because in this case the rotation of the po-
larization plane measured in the experiment is associated
with components of both bulk layer magnetizations M1x and
M2x. The fact that in the longitudinal geometry in pp polar-
ization the jumps at H= +H1 and H=−H1 as well as at
H= +H2 and H=−H2 have different signs shows that the
rotation of magnetization m1 in the field H= +H1 and
H=−H1 occurs into different directions, i.e., at H= ±H1, 
= ±90°. Note, that the direction of magnetization rotation m1
for the magnetic field oriented along the easy axis is not
defined by the strength of bilinear or biquadratic coupling or
magnetic anisotropy. When accounting only for these inter-
actions the states with = ±90° are equally likely. The stabi-
lization of one of these states might be associated with a
small deviation of the magnetic field from the easy axis. In
our experiments the misalignment of the field with the easy
axis was less than 3°. It turns out that this misalignment was
sufficient for realizing a monodomain structure over the
whole field range.
In the transversal geometry in ss polarization the SHG
signal in our model is related to the appearance of a m1x
component in the range of H1 H H2. The field depen-
dence of the SHG is symmetrical and shows two peaks in the
field ranges −H2 ,−H1 and H1 ,H2 Fig. 8d. In Fig. 5d
these two peaks appear along with the weak background of
the field-independent SHG. The origin of the background
might be associated with the presence of the structural de-
fects or quadrupole contributions to the SHG. The changes of
the SHG in this and the longitudinal geometry are defined by
changes of the m1x=m sin component.
The analysis of the field dependences of the SHG for
different polarization combinations and geometrical configu-
rations allows us to extract a relation between the dif-
ferent components of the nonlinear susceptibilities,
e.g., rppy
2  / rppy
1  0.7, rppy
1  / rpp  0.5, rpsx
12 / rppy
12 
r
spy
12 / rppy
12  0.1. Even at angles close to normal inci-
dence 5°  the value of the nonmagnetic nonlinear suscep-
tibility rpp appears to be two times larger than the magnetic
FIG. 8. Simulated field variations of the MSHG signal in longi-
tudinal and transversal geometries at magnetic field along the easy
axis H e for different polarization combinations.
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one. The value rppy
1 is larger than rppy
2
. This finding can be
associated with the fact that the Fe1 layer is placed closer
to the surface of the structure than Fe2. The absorption of
light generated at the interfaces of the Fe2 film within the
Fe1 film decreases the value of rppy
2 compared to rppy
1
. The
values of the rpsx
12
and r
spy
12
components determining the
value of SHG in ps and sp polarization combinations are
found to be one order of magnitude smaller than rppy
12
, which
is a specific feature of transition metals.61
B. Magnetization reversal along hard axis
When the field is applied along the hard axis, in principle,
several equivalent magnetic states may exist, because in this
case there are two easy axis in each magnetic layer, oriented
under ±45° to the magnetic field direction. Consequently, the
magnetic states characterized by the same components of m1
and m2 along the magnetic field and components perpendicu-
lar to the magnetic field of different sign have equal energies.
Here we consider the situation of a monodomain structure,
with magnetic states in the field +H and −H being
transformed into each other by the time reversal operation
m1→−m1, m2→−m2. For modeling this situation it is
sufficient to define the SHG in different phases realized in
this geometry at i H=0 antiferromagnetic m1↑ ↓m2,
mH=45, ii H= ±H3 nearly orthogonal, m2m1,
m1H ±45, and iii HHs saturation area,
m1 m2 H. The expressions for SHG for the case of H h
are shown in Table IV.
The simulated field variations of the MSHG signal in
Fe/Cr/Fe structures for different combinations of polariza-
tions in longitudinal and transversal geometries are presented
in Fig. 9. The same parameters r
1
, r
2 and r as in Fig.
5 have been used to simulate these field variations.
The comparison with experiment Fig. 6 shows that our
model satisfactory describes the characteristic field depen-
dences of the SHG in ss polarization for longitudinal geom-
etry and pp polarization for the transversal geometry. At the
same time for the longitudinal geometry, however, we find
significant discrepancies when comparing to the experimen-
tal results in pp polarization see Figs. 6 and 7. The field
variations of the SHG signal in this geometry principally
differ from the MOKE and SHG response in other geom-
etries and polarization configurations. The main discrepancy
consists in the width of the hysteresis loop, which is at least
one order of magnitude broader than in the other cases. The
field values at which the strong jumps of the SHG signal are
observed H4= ±0.90kOe do not coincide with the respec-
tive values in the linear Kerr effect measurements see Fig.
3b.
Since for pp polarization in longitudinal geometry the
SHG changes are given by the m1y and m2y components of
the interfacial magnetizations, we must conclude that the
strong jumps of the MSHG observed at ±H4 are associated
with changes of mainly these components. We therefore have
to expand our set of possible magnetic configurations con-
sidered so far. Magnetic state transformations, which are
compatible with the observed changes of MSHG are shown
in Fig. 10.
As the magnetic field decreases from the saturation value
the magnetizations m1 and m2 rotate towards each other and
finally arrive in an orthogonal state. At +H3 the jumplike
transition from the orthogonal to the antiferromagnetic con-
figuration takes place, with the direction of m1 being
changed by 90°. At H=0 the orientation of the magnetization
vectors change, with the sign of their x components reversing
and the y components remaining unchanged. At the field −H3
m1 rotates by 90° so that the projection of the total magne-
tization M=m1+m2 on the field axis increases. In the field
−H4 the magnetic state of the trilayer changes by jumping
into another state characterized by a sign reversal of the y
components of m1 and m2. A further increase of the field
TABLE IV. Intensity of the SHG signal of the various magnetic phases for magnetization reversal along
the hard axis for pp and ss configurations of polarization. Imid is the SHG contribution, which does not
change sign under H reversal and 	I /2 is the SHG contribution changing sign under ±H reversal. 1 ,4
denote phase shifts between corresponding susceptibilities; A is a coefficient proportional to I
2
.
pp longitudinal pp transversal
H= ±0 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2
−rppy
1 m2 /2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2
−rppy
1 m2 /2
	I /2= ±2Arpprppy2 −rppy1 mcos 1 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy2 −rppy1 mcos 1
H= ±H3 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2
−rppy
1 m2 /2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2 +rppy
1 m2 /2
	I /2= ±2Arpprppy2 −rppy1 mcos 1 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy2 +rppy1 mcos 4
Saturation Imid=Arpp2 Imid=Arpp2+ rppy
2
−rppy
1 m2
	I /2=0 	I /2= ±2Arpprppy
2
−rppy
1 mcos 1
ss longitudinal ss transversal
H= ±0 Imid=Arssx
2
−rssx
1 m2 /2 Imid=Arssx
2
−rssx
1 m2 /2
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
H= ±H3 Imid=Arssx
2 +rssx
1 m2 /2 Imid=Arssx
2
−rssx
1 m2 /2
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
Saturation Imid=Arssx
2 +rssx
1 m2 Imid=0
	I /2=0 	I /2=0
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brings the system into saturation by means of magnetization
rotation. Going from saturation at −Hs in the opposite direc-
tion to +Hs the magnetic state transformations happen in a
similar sequence.
Thus, jumps of the longitudinal x component in this ge-
ometry appear at H=0 and H= ±H3. They show up in the
longitudinal MOKE loops, but do not manifest themselves in
MSHG in the longitudinal geometry. The jumplike changes
of the y components of m1 and m2 at H= ±H4, vice versa,
can be discerned in MSHG, but do not appear in linear
MOKE. The driving force for the transitions between two
nominally degenerate states at H= ±H4 might be due to a
symmetry-breaking mechanism, for example, the presence of
a small nonzero Hy component caused by a minute deviation
of the magnetic field from the hard axis. When this deviation
becomes larger, however, the broad hysteresis in this
geometry disappeared and only narrow loops were observed
Fig. 7. The experiment shows that the energy barrier be-
tween these nominally equivalent states is small and transi-
tions between them could happen not only at the field H4, but
even at the smaller field ±H3, where the magnetic system
switches into the orthogonal phase. It can be seen in Fig. 7a
that at H=−H3 the trilayer exhibits a partial and at H= +H3 a
full transition into the other state. The partial transition evi-
dences that only in some part of the illuminated area on the
sample the magnetic state transformation happened. Thus,
the partial transformation is likely to be associated with the
nucleation and growth of a new domain state by means of
domain wall movement.
Upon magnetizing along the easy axis H e in the longi-
tudinal geometry in the pp polarization combination the
broad hysteresis feature is absent. In this case, the change of
the magnetic state in the region around H=0 happens be-
tween two monodomain states, with the sum magnetization
M being parallel to the easy axis e and pointing into either
one of the two directions. The system may switch to different
energetically equivalent states only in the field regions where
the canted phase is realized, −H2 ,−H1 and H1 ,H2. In this
situation, the presence of even a small angle between the
direction of the magnetic field and the easy axis is enough to
stabilize a monodomain state. In contrast to that, when ap-
plying the field along the hard axis H h, there is a probabil-
ity of switching into different energetically equivalent states
see Fig. 4 already in the field regime close to H=0. The
experiment shows that transitions happen so that only the
sign of the mx component changes, but the one of the my
component remains unchanged. In this case, transitions be-
tween states of oppositely oriented my components are also
possible, when H is not exactly parallel to h.
Also in the transversal geometry in pp polarization the
broad hysteresis feature in MSHG was not observed. In this
case, in contrast to the longitudinal geometry, jumps of the
my components of m1 and m2 are absent. For the ss polar-
ization, in spite of the fact that the SHG arises from the mx
components, the jumps at H= ±H4 are also absent, because
there is no interference with the nonmagnetic part of the
SHG. In this case SHG intensity depends quadratically on
the magnetization components and the field dependence is an
even function.
With the aim to check the validity of the model of effec-
tive susceptibilities as well as to estimate the influence of the
bottom interface on the susceptibility values in Fe/Cr/Fe
FIG. 10. Color online Magnetic state transformations resulting
in the appearance of a broad hysteresis loop of the MSHG signal.
Black arrows indicate the sequence of the field variation discussed
in the text.
FIG. 9. Simulated field variations of the MSHG signal in longi-
tudinal and transversal geometries at magnetic field along the hard
axis H h for different polarization combinations.
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structures the field dependences of MSHG along with con-
ventional MOKE were also measured on simpler
Cr20 Å /Fex-wedge structures containing only one Fe
layer of variable thickness x=100−500 Å. In Fig. 11 the
field dependences of MSHG measured in such a structure for
pp as well as ss polarization configurations are presented for
x=490 Å and the magnetic field along a hard axis. The inset
shows a conventional longitudinal MOKE measurement. The
comparison of MOKE and MSHG field dependences in the
case of a single Fe layer reveals that the changes of the
magnetic state are associated with two processes. i The
initial jump of the magnetization to opposite direction
M→−M near zero field. The magnetization in both phases
before and after transformation is oriented along an easy
axis. ii A subsequent rotation of the magnetization towards
the external field when the field increases until saturation is
achieved. Using Eq. 1 with m1=0, the field dependences of
MSHG can be calculated if the variation of the direction of
m2 with magnetic field is known. The intensity of MSHG for
the longitudinal geometry and pp combination of polariza-
tions is given by I=Arppy m cos

4 ++rpp2 and for ss com-
bination of polarizations by I=Arssx m sin

4 +2, where 
is the angle defining the equilibrium orientation of m2 rela-
tive to the nearest easy axis. The relations between param-
eters rppy m, rssx m, and cos where  is phase shift between
corresponding susceptibilities are defined by the values of
the MSHG intensity at field values, where the direction of
the magnetization is known. These are the saturation area
IH= ±Hsat, the points near the zero field 	I /2H ±0,
and the middle point at zero field ImidH=0. The procedure
of finding  is based on minimization of the magnetic energy
potential Wm taking into account the biaxial in-plane mag-
netic anisotropy and the Zeeman energy, i.e.,
Wm = − MH −
K1
4
cos22 . 3
The magnetization value M =1.71 kG of bulk Fe and aniso-
tropy constant K1=0.46106 erg/cm3 have been used to
calculate .62 In Fig. 11 the calculated field dependences of
MSHG are shown by solid lines and are found to be in good
agreement with the experimental data for the following rela-
tions between for the effective susceptibilities rppy m /rpp
=1.8, rssy m /rpp=1.6, cos2=0.64. For the considered film
of thickness x=490 Å the influence of the bottom Fe/Ag
interface on the MSHG signal is practically absent because
of the large absorption in the volume of the film. Therefore
the extracted nonlinear susceptibilities characterize only the
top Cr/Fe interface. As the thickness decreases below x
=150 Å the shape of the field dependences and the values of
the nonlinear susceptibilities remarkably change reflecting
the contribution from the bottom Fe/Ag interface. In the
inset of Fig. 11a the field dependence of the longitudinal
MOKE calculated using the same parameters for the mag-
netic potential Wm as for the MSHG calculations are also
shown. The fact that the field dependences of MSHG and
MOKE can be described by the same magnetic potential, in
particular, evidences that demagnetization processes induced
by the light pulse practically do not appear in our measure-
ments. We note that the magnetization rotation processes are
significantly more pronounced in MSHG measurements in
comparison with MOKE. In areas of Fig. 11, where the mag-
netization rotates, the MOKE signal is modified by about
30% of the maximal value, while for MSHG changes are
70 and 90 % for pp and ss polarization combinations,
respectively.
V. LIMITATIONS OF THE MODEL APPROACH
Our model of a coupled magnetic structure taking into
account the individual interfacial contributions to the MSHG
gives in most cases a satisfactory qualitative description of
the field dependences observed in different geometries and
combinations of polarizations. Nevertheless, we also find
distinct discrepancies between the model predictions and the
experimental results, which should be noted. First of all, the
model yet fails to explain the significant difference of the
SHG intensities in longitudinal geometry and pp polarization
for positive and negative fields in the saturation region
H Hs, when H e Fig. 5a. In addition, it does not
account for the presence of jumps of the SHG signal in ss
polarization, when magnetizing along the hard axis Fig.
6d. These shortcomings of the theory point out that the
assumptions made in the model are probably still too simpli-
fied. The description can be improved, if linear in  terms in
the magnetic nonlinear optical susceptibility, which were ne-
glected in our model, because of the smallness of , are taken
into account. The linear in  term proportional to mz appear-
ing in the ps combination of polarizations see Table I does
not contribute to the SHG intensity, because the magnetiza-
tion lies in the plane. However, the contribution proportional
to mx in the pp combination of polarizations might be re-
sponsible for the abovementioned difference visible in the
SHG intensities in the saturation region for positive and
negative fields. If so, one can conclude that the magnitude of
xzx
m and zxx
m is at least one order of magnitude larger than the
other components. The description might also be improved,
if quadrupole contributions to the SHG intensity would also
be included into our model.63,64
Two other mechanisms possibly giving rise to the discrep-
ancies may be considered in the following. The first of them
FIG. 11. Color online Field variations of the MSHG
Eph2=3.1 eV signal measured for a Cr20 Å /Fex-wedge
sample at x=490 Å in longitudinal geometry for pp a and ss b
polarization configurations at magnetic field along hard axis. The
inset shows a MOKE measurement at Eph=1.85 eV. The red
solid lines are simulations.
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is associated with the real symmetry of the interfaces. If the
symmetry of at least one of the interfaces is lower than C4v,
in the tensor of the nonlinear susceptibility klm new addi-
tional components will appear changing the relations be-
tween the individual SHG contributions and the magnetiza-
tion components, which we have derived in Table I. In
particular, additional terms may appear proportional to mx
components for the pp polarization and proportional to the y
components of the interfacial magnetizations for the ss po-
larization. The contribution of such terms may lead to new
features in the simulation, which are not described by the
present model approach. However, the symmetry lowering of
the interfaces is not likely. The anisotropy of the magnetic
and optical properties, as well as the x-ray analysis of the
trilayers clearly show the presence of a fourfold axis perpen-
dicular to the plane of the substrate. Therefore, the possible
symmetry lowering may only go from a point group C4v to
C4. This is possible, if the crystallographic axis of the bottom
layer does not coincide with the axis of the top one, but is
rotated by a significant angle. In this case the symmetry el-
ement v vanishes at the interface, but the C4 axis is pre-
served. It seems that such a mechanism should be excluded,
because it would be visible in the RHEED and LEED char-
acterizations. It has to be noted, however, that microscopi-
cally the symmetry lowering might arise as a consequence of
the interface being nonideal. The latter may arise due to in-
terdiffusion of atoms of the neighboring layers or the pres-
ence of an atomic scale roughness at the interface. It is
known, that about 0.1 ML of Fe diffuses into an Ag
substrate.3 The same is observed, when Cr is deposited on
Fe. It is found that about 50% of the Cr atoms mix with Fe at
a substrate temperature of 300 °C and the interface mixing is
mostly confined to two atomic layers.65–68 At the same time
the interface alloying is an asymmetrical effect and it does
not occur, when Fe is deposited on Cr as well as when Ag is
deposited on Fe. Therefore, the Fe/Cr and Cr/Fe interfaces
are not absolutely identical with respect to the stoichiometry.
In the model considered this stoichiometric difference will
show up as a difference of the absolute values of the tensors
ijk
uo and ijk
down
. However, because in our model we used only
effective tensors ijk
eff
, we must point out that inclusion of this
aspect will not change the results. The diffusion of atoms
might result in the appearance of microscopical areas with
lower symmetry at the interface. Nevertheless, if the distri-
bution of the interdiffused atoms at the interface is random
and does not display a certain order, the macroscopic sym-
metry remains an unchanged C4v. Similar arguments may
also be applied when considering the role of the interface
roughnesses.
The second source, which could be responsible for the
discrepancies of the model approach is associated with pecu-
liarities of the interfacial magnetic structure. We assumed in
our model that magnetic contributions in the nonlinear sus-
ceptibility arise only from the interfacial magnetizations of
the Fe layers m1 and m2. In principle, the magnetic structure
of the interface can be more complicated and may contain
contributions of additional magnetic parameters characteriz-
ing the magnetic state of the intermediate layer, for example,
a magnetization or antiferromagnetic moment of the Cr
layer.69 Several experimental and theoretical studies indicate
that the first interfacial layer of Cr is in-plane ferromagneti-
cally ordered and antiferromagnetically coupled to the Fe
substrate.52 In order to account in our model for the FM
moment of Cr near the interface, it will be necessary to in-
troduce additional nonlinear susceptibilities. For the case that
the magnetic moments of Cr and Fe are strongly coupled and
collinear, accounting for these susceptibilities leads only to a
renormalization of the tensors ijk
eff
. The situation is princi-
pally different, however, if the magnetization of Cr aligns
perpendicular to the Fe magnetization, e.g., due to frustrated
magnetic nearest-neighbor interactions.70 The presence of a
perpendicular spin component in the Cr interlayer might, in
principle, give rise to the abovementioned features of SHG
in pp polarizations for H e and ss polarizations at H h.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
Our investigations of magnetic second harmonic genera-
tion in exchange-coupled structures showed that this method
is quite suitable to investigate in detail the various magnetic
transitions occurring during a magnetization reversal cycle.
It provides a means to separate the behavior of the individual
components of the interfacial magnetizations m1 and m2.
The study of the MSHG in certain combinations of polariza-
tions and geometries allows one to follow the rotational pro-
cesses of the interfacial magnetization contributions and the
switching of their different components, when changing the
magnetic state of the structure. As demonstrated, the MSHG
approach is able to clearly resolve magnetic switching events
in the trilayer, which may not be seen by traditional methods,
e.g., by linear Kerr effect. In addition, as one can see from
the comparison of field dependences of MSHG Figs. 5 and
6 and MOKE Fig. 3 the magnetization rotation processes
are much more pronounced in the former. This, in principle,
allows modeling of the magnetic thermodynamic potential
more precisely and to define the parameters of magnetic an-
isotropy, bilinear and biquadratic interlayer exchange cou-
pling with better accuracy than from the field dependences of
linear MOKE alone. The main features of the MSHG field
variations observed in the Fe/Cr/Fe structures are qualita-
tively described by the model, which suggests that the field-
induced changes of the magnetic states at the interfaces take
place in grosso modo analogously to that in the bulk of the
films. At the same time some explicit distinctions are ob-
served, giving evidence that the magnetic interface states
nevertheless differ from the bulk ones. This brings up the
point that in order to describe magnetic states of interfaces it
is not sufficient to take into account only the layer magneti-
zations M1 and M2, but a careful consideration of the mag-
netic state of the interlayer and of the interfaces is also
needed.
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